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Abstract: We consider the case of a peculiar complex behavior in open boson
systems sufficiently away from equilibrium, having relevance in the functioning of
information-processing biological and condensed matter systems. This is the so-called
Fröhlich–Bose–Einstein condensation, a self-organizing-synergetic dissipative structure, a
phenomenon apparently working in biological processes and present in several cases of
systems of boson-like quasi-particles in condensed inorganic matter. Emphasis is centered
on the quantum-mechanical-statistical irreversible thermodynamics of these open systems,
and the informational characteristics of the phenomena.
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Introduction

More than forty years have elapsed since the renowned late Herbert Fröhlich first presented
his concept of long-range coherence in biological systems [1–4], a question presently in a process
of strong revival providing an attractive and relevant field of research in Physics and Biology. According
to Fröhlich,
“. . . under appropriate conditions a phenomenon quite similar to a Bose condensation
may occur in substances which possess longitudinal electric modes. If energy is fed into
these modes and thence transferred to other degrees of freedom of the substance, then a
stationary state will be reached in which the energy content of the electric modes is larger
than in the thermal equilibrium. This excess energy is found to be channelled into a single
mode—exactly as in Bose condensation—provided the energy supply exceeds a critical
value. Under these circumstances a random supply of energy is thus not completely
thermalized but partly used in maintaining a coherent electric wave in the substance.” [1]
This Bose(like) condensation does not follow in equilibrium but in non-equilibrium conditions,
displaying a complex behaviour consisting in the emergence of a dissipative structure in Prigogine’s
sense [5]. Fröhlich’s results are based on the idea that alive biological systems are open and very far
from equilibrium and have considerable amounts of energy available, through metabolic processes,
that cause non-linear changes in molecules and larger biological subsystems. F. Fröhlich (Herbert’s
son) in “Life as a Collective Phenomena” [6], expressed that if one thinks without preconceptions of
collective phenomena in which the discrete constitutive individuals are modified in their behaviour, and
indeed constituting a large collective group where the whole is more than and different from a simple
addition of its parts, living organisms would seem to be the ideal example. Such hypothesis of biological
explanation in terms of long-range coherence was originally suggested by Fröhlich at the first meeting of
L’institute de la Vie in 1967 [2].
In Fröhlich model vibrational-polar modes are excited by a continuous supply of energy pumped by an
external source, while these modes interact with the surrounding medium acting as a thermal bath. The
interplay of these two effects—pumping of energy subtracting entropy from the system and dissipative
internal effects adding entropy to the system—may lead to the emergence of complex behaviour in
the system consisting in what can be called Fröhlich effect: Provided the energy supply is sufficiently
large compared with the energy loss, the system attains a stationary state in which the energy that feeds
the polar modes is channelled into the modes with the lowest frequencies. The latter largely increase
their populations at the expenses of the other higher-in-frequency modes, in a way reminiscent of a
Bose–Einstein condensation [7]. This highly excited subset of modes may exhibit long-range phase
correlations of an electret type [8].
Fröhlich’s synchronous large-scale collective oscillations imply inter-cellular microwave emissions
which would constitute a non-chemical and non-thermal interaction between cells. These oscillations
could therefore be revealed by detection of emissions of GHz or THz radiation. Such electromagnetic
signals are of extremely low magnitude and the receiver technology to measure them was not available
during Fröhlich’s time. It is only now that the predicted signals can be detected by adapting technology
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that has been developed for space and astrophysical research. Hence, a whole new area of biology is
now ready for investigation.
Earlier experiments looking after Fröhlich effect were not conclusive, but now as notice above a
“second generation” of experiments are becoming available. They require further improvement, but
already some preliminary results are encouraging [9]: Some evidence of a non-thermal influence of
coherent microwave radiation on the genome conformational state in E. coli has been reported, which
may indicate that chromosomal DNA could be the target of mm microwave irradiation within this system.
Also low intensity microwave irradiation of leukocytes results in a significant increase in bio-photon
emission in the optical range, the origin of which is thought to involve DNA. Also it is worth noticing the
possible influence of the concept of bio-coherence on the very particular dipolar system, which is water.
It can be considered the possibility that biological water might itself support coherent dipolar excitations
extending over mesoscopic regions; thus water, instead of passive space-filling solvent, would be raised
to an important singular position whose full significance has yet to be elucidated.
Non-biological implications of Fröhlich effect could also be far-reaching. It can be mentioned some
connection with homoeopathy and atmospheric aerosol physics. Regarding the latter, sunlight-pumped
Fröhlich-like coherent excitations may play a role in producing anomalies in the spectrum of light
absorption [10]. At this point we may mention a public safety concern, namely, the influence and
eventual deleterious effects of mobile phones in close proximity to the head of the user as a result of the
action of microwaves on the biological material. Moreover, we call the attention to an additional aspect of
Fröhlich effect in connection with the long-range propagation of signals in biological and non-biological
materials. Such signals are wave-packets consisting of Schrödinger–Davydov solitons [11,12], which are
a dynamical consequence of the same nonlinearities responsible for Fröhlich effect. It can be shown that
the solitary wave, which in biological as well as non-biological systems is strongly damped as a result
of the usual dissipative effect, may propagate with weak decay travelling long distances when moving
in the background provided by a steady-state Fröhlich’s condensate [13]. There already exist cases
where theory is seemingly validated by experiment. One in the medical area of diagnosis, ultrasound
imaging is related not to Fröhlich effect in polar vibrational systems, but in acoustical vibrational ones.
Fröhlich effect can also follow in the latter case with the pumping source being an antenna emitting
ultrasound signals. A Davydov soliton, distinctly from the regular dispersive sound waves, travels long
distances unaltered and nearly undamped, which can be of particular interest for improving detection
in ultrasonography. An interesting additional complex behaviour follows, consisting in that when
the soliton propagates with velocity larger than that of the group velocity of the normal vibrational
modes, there follows a phenomenon akin to Cherenkov effect in radiation theory, namely a large
emission of phonons in two symmetric cones centred on the soliton; this allows to interpret the so-called
X-waves in ultrasonography as this Fröhlich–Cherenkov effect [14–16]. In what regards non-biological
materials, we first notice the case of the molecular polymer acetanilide—which is a good mimic of
certain bio-polymers—where Davydov soliton is evidenced in the infrared absorption spectrum. In
this case, it is open to the experimenter to look for an indirect verification of formation of Fröhlich
condensate, looking for the lifetime (obtained via the Raman spectrum linewidth) when submitting
the polar vibrational oscillations (the CO-stretching or Amide-I modes) to the action of an external
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pumping source (e.g., infrared radiation) covering the frequencies of the dispersion relation of the
vibrational modes [16].
Other example where Fröhlich’s condensation and Davydov’s soliton appear to be present is the
case of the so-called “excitoner”, meaning stimulated coherent emission of excitons created by random
excitations, in a situation similar to the case of photons in a laser [17,18]. In this case excitons, created
in a semiconductor by an intense pulse of laser radiation, travel through the sample as a packet and
are detected on the back of the sample. A weak signal in normal conditions of thermal excitation is
largely enhanced when the system is pumped by a continuous external source of infrared radiation.
The theory suggests the formation of a non-thermally excited Fröhlich condensate of excitons where a
weakly damped Schrödinger–Davydov soliton is created, whose shape is in very good agreement with
the experimental observation [19].
In conclusion, we are facing a stimulating revival of Fröhlich effect, after a certain period of partial
hibernation. This revival is a strong one in the sense that, as noticed, it may open a whole and relevant
new area of research in basic biology and also in the realms of condensed matter physics. Let us consider
the case of biological systems.
2.

Biology, Physics and Fröhlich Condensate

What is biophysics? For us, life is the most important phenomenon in Nature. It is also very complex,
and in order to understand life and living processes several branches of science are needed. Biophysics
uses biological and physical concepts for the study of life. One of the greatest physicist of the twentieth
century, Erwin Schrödinger, wrote a beautiful little book [20] which he named “What is life?” Though
this book is now outdated, it can be read with benefit by the modern scientist. Not only physics but
specially biochemistry are essential to answer the question. So today, biophysics is understood as a broad
interdisciplinary area encompassing biology, physics, biochemistry, mathematical and computational
modelling, information theory, and others. It is thus a very rich part of modern science with tremendous
opportunities for basic and applied research. Physicists occasionally used models and intuitive theories
and techniques to describe biology and life sciences. But also in the past, biologists, physicians,
pharmacologists and other life scientists rarely looked for physical concepts and instrumentation to help
solve their problems. Until the mid-twentieth century, biology has been largely a descriptive field. It has
been in the last half of the twentieth century that this gave place to a more complete, integrated approach,
in which we can talk about biophysics as an independent branch of science [21].
An article in Science [22] had the seemingly taunting title of “Physicists advance into Biology”,
and a subtitle indicating that “physicists are . . . hoping that their mechanistic approach will yield new
insight into biological systems”. Both statements are open to questioning. For the first one, there
appears not to be an “invasion”, but more precisely a “miscegenation” of sciences developing at the
last decades of the second millennium and now going through the beginning of the twenty-first century.
This has been foresighted and clearly stated by the renowned Nobel Prize laureate Werner Heisenberg,
who in 1970, in an article on the Wednesday October 6th issue of the Süddeutsche Zeitung, wrote
that “the characteristic feature of the coming development will surely consists in the unification of
science, the conquest of the boundaries that have grown up historically between the different individual
disciplines” [23]. In a sense, this implies in a kind of “renaissance” in the direction of an Aristotelian
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global philosophy of natural sciences. Even more interesting is the statement in the subtitle in [22],
concerning the interdisciplinary aspects of physics and biology. What is most relevant to a theoretical
physical approach to biology is not the usual reductionist-mechanicist-deterministic scheme of physics,
but an emerging scheme at a holistic-dynamicist-stochastic level. Citing the Nobel Prize laureate
Ilya Prigogine in a book in collaboration with Isabelle Stengers [24], “science centred around the basic
conviction that at some level the world is simple and is governed by time-reversible fundamental laws.
Today this appears as an excessive simplification. We may compare it to reduce buildings to piles of
bricks. . . . It is on the level of the building as a whole that we apprehend it as a creature of time, as
a product of a culture, a society, a style.” Moreover, Prigogine and Nicolis [25] wrote that “physics
has emphasized stability and permanence. We now see that, at best, such qualification applies only to
very limited aspects. Wherever we look, we discover evolutionary processes leading to diversification
and increasing complexity.” Prigogine and the so-called Brussel’s school of thought, were among the
pioneers of the nowadays referred-to as the highly interdisciplinary science of complexity. Complexity
is regarded to be part of a frontier field in the particular science of physics [26]. It is considered that the
1972 article in Science [27] by the Nobel Prize laureate Philip W. Anderson constitutes one of the main
“manifests” on the subject (see also references [5,28–32]). Complex behaviour in matter is nowadays a
subject attracting an increasing interest. Complex systems are not merely complicated (even though they
could), but characterized by the fact of displaying highly coherent behaviour involving the collective
organization in a vast number of constituent elements. It is said that it is one of the universal miracles
of Nature that huge assemblages of particles, subject only to the blind forces of nature, are nevertheless
capable of organizing themselves into patterns of cooperative activity [26]. Complex behaviour in matter
can only arise in the nonlinear domain of the theory of dynamical systems (one of its founders being
L. von Bertalanffy in the 1930s [28]), since in the linear domain the principle of superposition of states
cannot give rise to any unexpected behaviour of a synergetic character. For thermodynamic systems, as
the biological ones, coherent behaviour is only possible in the nonlinear regime far from equilibrium.
Once in the linear (also referred as Onsagerian) regime around equilibrium, synergetic organization is
inhibited according to Prigogine’s theorem of minimum entropy production [25,29]. It is certainly a
truism to say that the complicate heterogeneous spatial structure and functioning (temporal evolution)
of living organisms, starting with the individual cell, set down quite difficult problems at the biophysical
and biochemical levels of biology. In recent decades a good amount of effort has in particular been
devoted to some physico-chemical aspects of bio-systems, like, how to increase our knowledge of the
chemical composition of life forms; to determine the structure of macromolecules, proteins, etc. (as
noted in [22], understanding of structure is the first vital step, without which any further analysis runs
aground); to determine the reactions that lead to processes of synthesization of multiple components;
to understand the mechanisms and codes required to determine the structure of proteins; and so on.
Moreover, as already noticed, to consider living systems at the biophysical level, we must be well
aware of the fact that we are dealing with macroscopic open systems in non-equilibrium conditions. In
other words, we observe macroscopic organization—at the spatial, temporal and functional levels—of
the microscopic components of the system, namely, molecules, atoms, radicals, ions, electrons. The
macroscopic behaviour is of course correlated to the details of the microscopic structure. However,
it must be further emphasized that this does not mean that knowing the microscopic details and their
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mechanistic laws, the reductionist scheme shall reveal the interesting macroscopic properties. Not
only—as it is well known—is the number of microscopic states so huge that cannot be handled out,
but still more important, and fundamental, is the relevant fact that macroscopic properties are expressed
in terms of concepts that do not belong in mechanics, which are collective macroscopic effects. Hence, as
already pointed out above, reductionist and deterministic methods of mechanics must be superseded—or,
better to say, extended—to build a macrophysics, holistic in the sense of collective, and with both
deterministic and chance characteristics. Some attempts in such direction have been developed with
the introduction of approaches like Prigogine’s dissipative structures [5], Fröhlich macroconcepts [30],
Haken synergetics [31] and computer-modelling [32].
Which may be the theoretical approach in physics to carry on a program to deal with at the
microscopic as well as, at the same time, the all important, macroscopic levels of bio-systems and
their synergetic aspects? During the last decades this question concerning the theoretical description
of the macroscopic behaviour of dissipative open many-body systems in arbitrarily far-from-equilibrium
conditions has been encompassed in a seemingly powerful, concise, and elegant formalism, established
on sound basic principles. This is a non-equilibrium statistical ensemble formalism, accompanied
with a nonlinear quantum kinetic theory, a response function theory for systems arbitrarily away
from equilibrium, a statistical thermodynamics for dissipative systems, and a higher-order generalized
hydrodynamics. This is the formalism used for the study of complex behaviour in biological systems,
mainly the so-called Fröhlich’s effect and some other accompanying phenomena, as the long-distance
propagation of nearly undamped and undistorted signals.
Here we present a description of these ideas applied to the study of a general case of complex
behaviour in open boson systems, be it in bio-systems or in condensed matter like semiconductors.
Hence, and in conclusion of this section, we may state that the results to be described, resulting from
a promising particularly successful marriage of nonlinear non-equilibrium statistical thermodynamics
and biology, lead us to paraphrase Herbert Fröhlich saying that it is particularly auspicious to see that
biological systems may display complex behaviour describable in terms of appropriate physical concepts.
3.

Complex Behaviour in Open Boson Systems

Particular complex behaviour has been observed in the case of boson systems, as Bose–Einstein
condensation (BEC) in fluids in equilibrium at very low temperature. A case is superfluidity in liquid
helium evidenced by Pyotr Kapitza [33], on which Fritz London indicated to be a manifestation of
BEC [34]. More recently, in the 1990s, BEC was produced in systems consisting of atomic alkali gases
contained in traps and at very low temperatures [35].
A second type of BEC is the one of boson-like quasi-particles, that is, those associated to elementary
excitations in solids (e.g., phonons, excitons, hybrid excitations, etc.), when in equilibrium at extremely
low temperatures. A well studied case is the one of an exciton-polariton system confined in microcavities
(a near two-dimensional sheet), exhibiting the classic hallmarks of a BEC [36–43].
The third type is the case of boson-like quasi-particles (associated to elementary excitations in solids)
which are driven out of equilibrium by external perturbative sources. D. Snoke [44] has properly
noticed that the name BEC can be misleading (some authors call it “resonance”, e.g., in the case of
phonons [45]), and following this author it is better not to be haggling about names, so we introduce
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the nomenclature NEFBEC (short for Non-Equilibrium Fröhlich–Bose–Einstein Condensation for the
reasons stated below).
Several cases can be listed:
1. A first case was evidenced by Herbert Fröhlich who considered, as already noticed, the
many boson system consisting of polar vibration (LO-phonons) in bio-polymers under dark
excitation (metabolic energy pumping) and embedded in a surrounding fluid [1–4,7,46]. From a
Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) point of view, it was considered to have implications in
medical diagnosis [9]. More recently it has been considered to be related to brain functioning and
artificial intelligence [47];
2. A second case is the one of acoustic vibration (AC phonons) in biological fluids, involving
nonlinear anharmonic interactions and in the presence of pumping sonic waves, with eventual
STI relevance in supersonic treatments and imaging in medicine [48,49];
3. A third one is that of excitons (electron-hole pairs in semiconductors) interacting with the
lattice vibrations and under the action of RF-electromagnetic fields; on an STI aspect, the
phenomenon has been considered for allowing a possible exciton-laser in the THz frequency range
called “Excitoner” [18,19];
4. A fourth one is the case of magnons [50,51], where the thermal bath is constituted by the phonon
system, with which a nonlinear interaction exists, and the magnons are driven arbitrarily out of
equilibrium by a source of electromagnetic radio frequency [52]. Technological applications are
related to the construction of sources of coherent microwave radiation [53,54].
There exist two other cases of NEBEC but where the phenomenon is associated to the action of the
pumping procedure of drifting electron excitation, namely,
5. A fifth one consists in a system of longitudinal acoustic phonons driven away from equilibrium by
means of drifting electron excitation (presence of an electric field producing an electron current),
which has been related to the creation of the so-called Saser, an acoustic laser device, with
applications in computing and imaging [45,55];
6. A sixth one involving a system of LO-phonons driven away from equilibrium by means of
drifting electron excitation, which displays a condensation in an off-center small region of the
Brillouin zone [56,57].
Moreover, on the question of response of biological systems to MHz radiation, recently some
creative and difficult experiments have been performed to probe a part of science that is poorly
understood. In these experiments, microtubules—a key component of the cytoskeleton—grow from
tubulin dimers through guanosine triphosphate (GTP) hydrolysis. It has been shown that, on
application of 1–20 MHz radio-frequency pulses to a heat bath with tubulin dimers, microtubules
can assemble orders of magnitude faster in time, suggesting that ultrafast microtubule growth occur
through radio-frequency-induced resonant excitation and alignment of tubulin dimers into a cylindrical
shape. Besides, the spontaneous emission of coherent 3.1–3.8 MHz signals has also been observed
during the subsequent GTP-induced polymerization, and it was found that the resulting microtubules
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exhibit length-independent electronic and optical properties. Moreover, additional resonance levels were
observed when small-molecule drugs bind to tubulin’s docking sites during radio-frequency-induced
assembly. These findings can be interpreted in terms of the emergence of certain type of condensation
phenomenon apparently distinct from a Fröhlich condensation [58].
In next section we describe the thermodynamical-statistical approach to Fröhlich condensate.
4.

Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamic Theory of Fröhlich Condensate

Let us consider a physical system modelling the conditions that lead to the emergence of Fröhlich
effect. It is described in Figure 1, which shows a particular biological system and the mechanical analog
whose quantum mechanical statistical thermodynamics has been analyzed [7]. What we do have is a
periodic chain in which the polar vibrations of interest are the CO-stretching (Amide I) modes. The
system is in interaction with the surroundings, a thermal bath modelled by an elastic-continuum-like
medium. The reservoirs provide a homoeostatic-like mechanism responsible for keeping the elastic
continuum in equilibrium at temperature T0 (say 300 K). A source continuously pumps energy on the
polar modes driving them out of equilibrium.
Figure 1. An atomic model of the α-helix structure in a protein and a rough description of
the proposed mechanical model (reproduced from [7]).

The Hamiltonian consists of the energy of the free subsystems, namely, that of the free vibrations,
with ωq being their frequency dispersion relation (q is a wave-vector running over the reciprocal-space
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Brillouin zone), and that of the thermal bath composed by oscillations with frequency dispersion relation
Ωq , with a Debye cut-off frequency ΩD . The system of polar vibrations is in interaction with an
external source (that pumps energy on the system) and an anharmonic interaction is present between
both systems. The latter is composed of several contributions associated with quasi-particle (phonons)
collisions involving the system and the thermal bath.
For the quantum-mechanical statistical thermodynamic study of Fröhlich effect, whose
results are reviewed here, we have resorted to an informational statistical thermodynamics based
on the Non-equilibrium Statistical Ensemble Formalism (NESEF) [59–65]. Besides providing
microscopic foundations to phenomenological irreversible thermodynamics NESEF, it also allows for
the construction of a nonlinear generalized quantum transport theory—a far-reaching generalization of
Chapman–Enskog’s and Mori’s methods—that describes the evolution of the system at the macroscopic
level in arbitrary non-equilibrium situations [62–68].
We write for the system Hamiltonian
Hˆ = HˆS0 + HˆSB + HˆSΣ + HˆSP + HˆB0 + HˆΣ ,

(1)

X

(2)

where
HˆS0 =

~ωq ĉ†q ĉq

q

consists of the energy of the free boson-like quasi-particles with frequency dispersion relation ωq (ĉ†q
and ĉq are annihilation and creation operators in that states);
HˆB0 =

X

~Ωγ,k b̂†γ,k b̂γ,k

(3)

γ,k

is the energy operator of the free bosons in the thermal bath (characterized by Ωγ,k , b̂†γ,k and b̂γ,k , where
γ labels an eventual branch and k the mode);
HˆSB =

X

Bγ,q,k (b̂†γ,k b̂γ,k−q + b̂†γ,k b̂†γ,q−k + b̂γ,−k b̂γ,k−q ) (ĉq + ĉ†−q ) + H.C.+
(1)

γ,q,k6=0

+

X

Lγ,q,k (b̂γ,k + b̂†γ,−k ) (ĉ†q ĉ†k−q + ĉq ĉ−k−q ) + H.C.+

γ,q,k6=0

+

X

Fγ,q,k (b̂γ,k + b̂†γ,−k ) ĉ†q ĉq−k + H.C.

(4)

γ,q,k6=0

is the energy operator of interaction with the thermal bath, which is of fundamental relevance for
emergence of NEFBEC, where the term in the second line is referred to as Livshits contribution [69],
and the one in the third line as Fröhlich contribution [4]. HˆSP stands for the interaction potential of the
quasi-particles with the pumping source, which drives them out of equilibrium.
Finally, HˆΣ stands for the Hamiltonian of all the other degrees of freedom of the sample, and HˆSΣ
for the interaction potential of the system of quasi-particles and these other degrees of freedom.
Let us now consider the thermostatistics of the system characterized by the Hamiltonian of
Equation (1). Nowadays, two main formalisms are available, namely, computer modelling [70–72] and
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the non-equilibrium statistical ensemble formalism NESEF [59–65], with an accompanying irreversible
thermodynamics [65,73–77].
Application of NESEF to a particular physical situation requires in the first place to define the set
of microdynamical variables that are relevant for the treatment of the problem (the important questions
of historicity and irreversibility are incorporated in the formalism from the onset [65]). The average
over the non-equilibrium ensemble of these microdynamical variables provide the macrovariables that
define the non-equilibrium thermodynamic space of states of the associated irreversible thermodynamics,
describing the evolution of the non-equilibrium macroscopic state of the system.
In the most general description and for any non-equilibrium system, according to NESEF we should
begin introducing all the observables of the system and their variances. However, according to the
fundamental Bogoliubov’s theorem of correlation weakening and accompanying hierarchy of relaxation
times [78], after a very short time (called time for microrandomization) has elapsed, fluctuations and
variances die out and can be neglected. Therefore, the system being considered can be described in
terms of the single-particle dynamical operator (single-particle reduced density matrix [79–83]). For
the problem we have in hands, we introduce the single-quasi-particle dynamical operator and, because
of the boson character of the quasi-particles, the amplitudes with their coherent states eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions, and the pair operators, that is, in reciprocal space,
( 
    
 
†
†
N̂q = ĉq ĉq ; N̂q,Q = ĉq+ Q ĉq− Q ; ĉ†q ; ĉq ;
2



σ̂q†

=

ĉ†−q ĉ†q

2

 

; σ̂q = ĉ−q ĉq ;

 
 )

†
†
†
σ̂q,Q = ĉ−q− Q ĉq− Q ; σ̂q,Q = ĉ−q− Q ĉq− Q
2

2

2

(5)

2

where Q 6= 0. Here, Nq is called the population operator and Nq,Q (Q 6= 0) is the Fourier transform of
the spatial change in the populations.
The average of the microdynamical variables of set (5) over the non-equilibrium ensemble, which we
indicate by
 
 
 
)
 
 
 
 
†
Nq (t) ; Nq,Q (t) ;
ĉ†q |t ;
ĉq |t ; σq† (t) ; σq (t) ; σq,Q
(t) ; σq,Q (t)

(

(6)
are the macrodynamical variables that, as already noticed, characterize the non-equilibrium
thermodynamic state of the system. The corresponding non-equilibrium statistical operator is given by


Z t
0 ε(t0 −t) d
0 0
ˆ
ˆ
ln %̄(t , t − t)
(7)
%ε (t) = exp ln %̄(t, 0) −
dt e
dt0
−∞
where
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%̄ˆ(t1 , t2 ) = exp −φ(t1 ) −

i
Xh
∗
†
Fq (t1 ) N̂q (t2 ) + ϕq (t1 ) ĉq (t2 ) + ϕq (t1 ) ĉq (t2 ) −
q

−

X


ζq (t1 ) σ̂q (t2 ) + ζq∗ (t1 ) σ̂q† (t2 ) −

q

i
Xh
†
∗
−
Fq,Q (t1 ) N̂q,Q (t2 ) + ζq,Q (t1 ) σ̂q,Q (t2 ) + ζq,Q
(t1 ) σ̂q,Q
(t2 )

)
(8)

q,Q

is an auxiliary statistical operator with t1 indicating the time evolution of the non-equilibrium
thermodynamic variables
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
)
∗
Fq (t) ; Fq,Q (t) ; ϕ∗q (t) ; ϕq (t) ; ζq (t) ; ζq∗ (t) ; ζq,Q (t) ; ζq,Q
(t)

(

(9)

with
Q
6=
0,
and
t2
that
of
the
microdynamical
variables,
N̂q (t2 ) = exp{−t2 Hˆ /i~} N̂q exp{t2 Hˆ /i~}), etc. Moreover, φ(t) ensures the normalization of
the statistical distribution, playing the role of a logarithm of a non-equilibrium partition function,
say φ(t) = ln Z̄(t). The second term in the exponential in Equation (7) accounts for historicity
and irreversibility, where ε is a positive infinitesimal that goes to +0 after the trace operation in the
calculation of averages has been performed (introducing a Bogoliubov quasi-average that breaks the
time reversal symmetry in Liouville equation [82,83] in a way according to Krylov’s “jolting” proposal
for irreversibility [84,85]).
The relationship between the basic macrovariables of set (6) and the non-equilibrium thermodynamic
variables of set (9) are what is termed as non-equilibrium equations of state, namely,
n
o
δ
Nq (t) = Tr N̂q ρ̂ε (t) =
ln Z̄(t)
δFq

(10)

ĉq |t = Tr {ĉq ρ̂ε (t)} =

δ
ln Z̄(t)
δϕq

(11)

σq (t) = Tr {σ̂q ρ̂ε (t)} =

δ
ln Z̄(t)
δζq

(12)

and similarly for the others; we recall that ln Z̄(t) = φ(t). From now on we disregard the contributions
of the coherent states and of the states of pairs—that is, we set ϕq (t) = 0 and ζq (t) = 0 in
Equation (8)—and, since we shall be dealing with experiments without resolution in space, the
contributions accounting for local effects, Nq,Q (t), are also discarded. We retain only Nq (t) for
which the state equation is verified, i.e., its relation to the associated non-equilibrium thermodynamic
variable Fq (t),
Nq (t) = {exp [Fq (t)] − 1}−1
It may be noticed that the thermodynamic variable Fq (t) can be redefined as
Fq (t) = βq ~ωq

(13)
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introducing a non-equilibrium temperature (better called quasi-temperature) per mode, i.e., βq−1 = kB Tq∗
as done in semiconductor physics for “hot” carriers and phonons [86,87], and in other contexts (see for
example [88,89]) as done by Casimir, Uhlenbeck and others (see [65,75–77]). On the other hand, it
can be written
Fq (t) = β0 [~ωq − µq (t)]

(14)

introducing a quasi-chemical (or non-equilibrium) potential per mode in Landsberg [90] and
Fröhlich [2–4,7,46] style, where β0−1 = kB T0 .
The populations Nq (t) shall show the “condensation” of the quasi-particles (excitations) in the
states lowest in energy, thus characterizing the non-equilibrium Bose–Einstein condensation. We
proceed to the derivation of its evolution equation. This is done in terms of NESEF-based nonlinear
quantum kinetic theory [62–68], in the approximation that retains the contributions up to the second
order in the interaction strengths (binary collisions with memory and vertex renormalization being
discarded) [64,66,68]. We recall that the evolution equations consist of the quantum mechanical
Heisenberg equations of motion of the corresponding microvariables, here N̂q , averaged over the
non-equilibrium ensemble.
After quite lengthy calculations it results that they follow the evolution equation given by
d
Nq (t) = Iq (t) + Tq (t) + Lq (t) + Fq (t) + Rq (t) + Dq (t)
dt
The six contributions on the right of this equation (rates of change of the populations generated by
the different types of interactions present in the media) are:
1. Iq (t) standing for the rate of population enhancement due to the action of the pumping
source, which involves a positive feedback process that largely improves the efficiency of the
pumping source;
2. Tq (t) is the contribution arising out of the first term on the right of the interaction of the
quasi-particles and the bath in Equation (4);
3. Lq (t) is the rate of change arising out of the second term in HˆSB of Equation (4), the
Livshits contribution;
4. Fq (t) is the rate of change due to the third term in HˆSB of Equation (4), the Fröhlich one, which
contains linear and bi-linear contributions in the quasi-particle populations (for simplicity we have
omitted to make explicit the dependence on t in the populations Nq (t) on the right):
Fq (t) =

X


χγ,q,q0 Nq0 (Nq + 1) eβ0 ~ωq0 − (Nq0 + 1) Nq eβ0 ~ωq

(15)

γ,q0

where
χγ,q,q0 =

n
2π
2
0
|F
|
νγ,q−q0 e−β0 ~ωq0 δ(ωq0 − ωq + Ωγ,q−q0 )+
γ,q,q−q
~2
o
−β0 ~ωq
0
0
0
+ νγ,q −q e
δ(ωq − ωq − Ωγ,q−q )

(16)
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being νγ,k the population (γ branch, k mode) of the bosons of the thermal bath and |Fγ,q,q−q0 |2
indicating the intensity of the interaction of the quasi-particles with the thermal bath.
We call Equation (15) Fröhlich contribution which is the one responsible for a super-population of
the low-energy states and presence of long-lived boson coherent states in the case of items 1 to 4 above.
It can be clearly noticed that the mentioned nonlinear contribution to the population of mode q behaves
like a “pumping source” for the modes q0 for which ωq0 > ωq , populating the states of lower frequency
(energy) at the expenses of those higher in frequency. On the other hand, for those modes q0 with
ωq0 < ωq , the Fröhlich contribution transfer the excess energy of the states higher in frequency received
from the external source to those lower in frequency. Moreover, Dq (t) accounts for the rate of change
associated to radiative decay (emission of photons from excited states).
The analysis presented above, after Equations (15) and (16), clearly evidence the presence in the
kinetic equations for the populations of nonlinearities which are responsible for Fröhlich condensation.
Using certain set of parameters, the evolution equations for the populations are solved (see [7]), and
the corresponding results shown in Figure 2, for a scaled intensity of the pumping source of 2.6 × 105 ,
i.e., above the threshold for the onset of Fröhlich’s effect as described in [7], and also in [46]. For
comparison, we have drawn the case (diamond-line) when the nonlinear coupling is switched off and a
normal behaviour of similar increase is clearly observed in all the populations.
Figure 2. Populations of the modes in the steady state for I¯ = 2.6 × 105 , compared with the
case of absence of nonlinear interactions. λ = 1 when nonlinear interaction of Equation (15)
is present and λ = 0 when neglected (reproduced from [7]).
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An extensive analysis of the non-equilibrium statistical thermodynamics of Fröhlich condensate is
reported in [46].
5.

Concluding Remarks

As it has been stressed in Section 1, nowadays the idea is gaining ground that biology, physics,
chemistry, information theory and complexity theory need to joint forces to deal with questions as the
origin of life and its evolution, the problem of a science of consciousness, and others in the life sciences.
Paul Davies [91] has stressed that solving the mystery of bio-genesis is not just another problem on
a long list of just-do scientific projects. Like the origin of the universe and the origin of consciousness,
it represents something altogether deeper, because it tests the very foundations of our science and our
world-view. Also, “even though life is a physico-chemical phenomenon, its distinctiveness lies not in the
strict physics and chemistry. The secret of life comes instead from its informational properties; a living
organism is a complex information-processing system [emphasis is ours]. Hence, the ultimate problem
of bio genesis is where biological information came from. Whatever remarkable the chemistry that may
have occurred on the primeval earth or some other planet, life was sparked not by a molecular maelstrom
as such but—somehow!—by the organization of information” [91].
In what refers to the processes governing consciousness in the human brain, Roger Penrose appears
to have argued along a similar direction, as have been noticed in previous sections, in a kind of, say, a
large-scale quantum action in brain functioning [47]. According to him, one may expect a kind of
quantum coherence—we would say an organization of information—in the sense that we must not
look simply to the quantum effects of single particles, atoms, or even small molecules, but to the
effects of quantum systems that retain their manifest nature at a much larger scale. We must look
for something different as the appropriate type of controlling “mechanism” that might have relevance
to actual conscious activity. Also, such processes must be the result of some reasonably large-scale
quantum-coherent phenomenon, but coupled in such subtle way to macroscopic behaviour, so that the
system is able to take advantage of whatever is this particular physical process—as we have argued in
the past sections involving a particular organization of information in Davies’ sense.
At this point we reproduce Penrose’s statement that, “Such a feat would be a remarkable one, almost
an incredible one, for Nature to achieve by biological means. Yet I believe that the indications must be
that she has done so, the main evidence coming from the fact of our own mentality. There is much to be
understood about biological systems and how they achieve their magic”.
This question of large-scale quantum coherence and connection with macroscopic order has been,
in some sense, partially anticipated by Herbert Fröhlich in his “The Connection between Macro- and
Microphysics” [30], in relation with superconductivity and superfluidity. He pointed to the need to
bridge the gap between the two levels introducing appropriate concepts, bringing together the completely
systematic microscopic theory with the apparently somehow unsystematic macroscopic theory. Later
on—or almost contemporaneously—Fröhlich further applied the ideas to the case of functioning of
membranes, and giving rise to the idea of what we have called in previous sections of Fröhlich’s effect,
producing the emergence of the Fröhlich condensate.
This phenomenon has been called upon by Roger Penrose and other people as possibly having a role
in consciousness, in connection with its eventual presence in microtubules in neurons.
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In conclusion, as we have seen, Fröhlich condensate implies in the emergence of complex behaviour
of bosons, as a result of exploring nonlinearities in the kinetic equations of evolution. There is
a kind of auto-catalytic process leading to synergetic ordering, and as a consequence a decrease
in informational entropy (uncertainty of information), following the fact of the consolidation of a
long-range coherent macrostate. We see here the working of the microphysics—through the equations
of quantum mechanics—with a subtle coupling to macrophysics through the resulting nonlinear kinetic
equations, which are the average of the former over the non-equilibrium ensemble describing the
expected behaviour of the whole assembly of degrees of freedom of the system.
As closing remarks, we can now recall the proclaim of the great Ludwig Boltzmann: “Thus, the
general struggle for life is neither a fight for basic material . . . nor for energy . . . but for entropy [we say
now information] becoming available by the transition from the hot sun to the cold earth” [92,93].
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